358	THE EMPTY QUARTER
trees—Samr and Sarh—around us was pleasant to my ears
after the unbroken silence of the great desert. We took
things easily enough while the camels grazed again on the
wet vegetation and the wind dried our sodden bedding and
baggage. The stars had gone before my waking, and only the
faintest outline remained of the triumphal arch. Jupiter
and Regulus had sunk to rest and the great question had
been answered. The thing had happened and never more
would we march in the dark. Where there's a will, says a
proverb of Arabia, there's a way, and every man wins what
he wills.
Immediately after prayers and the usual coffee we sent off
'Abdullah ibn Ma'addi and Suwid in advance to announce our
coming to the astonished Mayor and Corporation of Sulaiyil.
And we did not forget to commission them to prepare a
suitable dinner against our arrival.   Our common craving
was for lamb, a good fat lamb well stewed, after two and a
half months with little meat—and then only camel and
occasional hares, our share of the latter working out at about
one and a half per head in 68 days.   And, even more, we
yearned for bread, which we had not tasted since leaving
Hufuf, for Ibn Jiluwi's staff had omitted to include flour in
our stores.    So we looked forward to the flesh-pots of
Sulaiyil as we started off in the wake of our messengers about
8 a.m. along the northern fringe of the Farsha channel.   On
our right across a flat plain, partly gravel and partly alluvial
clay, the low cliff of northern Tuwaiq converged gradually
on our course, which was set, very slightly to the north of
west, on the narrow pass by which the Wadi emerges from
its passage through the barrier.    On the other side the
gentler slopes of southern Tuwaiq converged from the south-
east on the same point, while between the two the mile-wide
scrub-jungle of the Farsha ran in a straight line slightly south
of east to the southern shoulder of the Rammak dunes.
Everywhere the droppings of sheep announced that we
were within hail of civilisation and I picked up a marble
pestle from the sands, the lost property of a careless shepherd,
The Sarh-trees in fall blossom were a delight after the treeless
desert, Standing 20 or 30 feet high, as also did the acacias

